THE ACADEMY

Hello,
We, Sumeet Nagdev Dance Arts also known
as SNDA initiated in 2007 under the Artistic
Direction of Sumeet Nagdev and since then
more than 10,000 students have attended
dance programs and more than 100 dance
professionals have passed out successfully
from our academy division. The Academy
Of SNDA also promotes students to be a
part of The Company of SNDA that travels
the world with contemporary dance
productions, performances & media works
and has been lauded by top Indian dance
critics; while it continues to create works for
a varied spectrum of audiences. This
booklet gives you a brief about the various
dance programs in SNDA?s Academy
Division for 2018-19.

SeeyouintheStudio!

COMEDANCEWITHME
Children learn creative & musical jazz on their favourite rhymes along with opening their
bodies in a joyous atmosphere of Being, Becoming & Belonging.

BABYGYM

EARLYBIRDSMODERNBALLET

Children's exuberant energy is channelized in jumping, climbing, hanging, tumbles, rolls
& many such freehand exercises from gymnastics.

2.5- 6.5YEARSOLD

This program nurtures a child's interest in dance while increasing coordination,
concentration levels, cooperation, flexibility and ability to follow instructions. Children
learn demi-characters, postures, discipline & barré work.

EARLYBIRDDEVELOPMENT
If you see potential & interest both in your child then an early start in performing arts
would be a great idea. Early Birds are at the perfect age to mold their body smoothly
and training for 4 - 6 hours a week can channelize their energy perfectly.

Admissions:
Admissions are only accepted for Jan/ July intake.
Mid-term admissions maybe permitted with the permission of Education Manager.

Dress Code & Essentials:
Students need to wear the uniform and footwear prescribed by their class teacher along with carrying any other essentials
that maybe required. All uniforms and essentials are available at SNDA store for which an order needs to be placed 3
weeks in advance.
* Please note students for the first 2 weeks will be under observation by the class teacher to determine their aptitude and
discipline towards the program. If the students are not suitable for the program then the class teacher has the right to
withdraw the child's admission with a full refund of fees. A Parent meeting with the Education Manager will be set up
within the first month of admission to determine their child's goals and objectives.

JUNIORS
6.5- 12.5YEARSOLD

JUNIORDANCEPROGRAM
The Junior Dance Program comprises of Modern Jazz, Musical
Theatre, Modern Hip-Hop & Modern Contemporary dance in
an organised fashion, allowing students to be expressive
about their choreographic movement and helping them
explore dance fully at this perfect growth age.

GYMNASTICSWITHCYP
Juniors are challenged with flips, saults, stretches, back bends
and physically challenging movements along with exercises
from Calisthenics, Yoga & Pilates (CYP) that improve their
agility & balance.

MODERNBALLET
Juniors take a step ahead from learning demi - characters,
postures, barré works and try center work with ballet
compositions on classical and modern music both. Students
with potential also try full pointe ballet. This is a CSTD certified
Program

Admissions:
Admissions are only accepted for Jan/ July intake.
Mid-term admissions maybe permitted with the permission
of Education Manager.

Dress Code & Essentials:
Students need to wear the uniform and footwear prescribed
by their class teacher along with carrying any other essentials
that maybe required. All uniforms and essentials are
available at SNDA store for which an order needs to be
placed 3 weeks in advance.
* Please note students for the first 2 weeks will be under
observation by the class teacher to determine their aptitude
and discipline towards the program. If the students are not
suitable for the program then the class teacher has the right
to withdraw the child's admission with a full refund of fees. A
Parent meeting with the Education Manager will be set up
within the first month of admission to determine a child's
goals and objectives.

JUNIORPROFESSIONAL
DANCECERTIFICATION

(JPDC)
The program is devised for children who find an
inclination towards dance arts at a young age. Spanning
between 4 - 6 years, the program caters to children
between the age group of 6.5 -12.5 years and builds a
strong foundation in dance. The program helps in
developing discipline, alertness, focus, presentation skills
and professionalism in a way that combines fun and
earnestness under the same roof. The pass outs of this
program are then ideal students for the Teens PDC
program for which they do not have to audition!
The program is divided into 4 semesters and each
semester can be completed in a year or 18 months
depending on the students' progress. Students dance for
6 to 8 hours a week. There are internal examinations and
international examinations that are also conducted.
Students get multiple opportunities to showcase their
talent on various stages.

Admissions:
Admissions are only accepted for July intake.
Students are selected by the Education Manager when
they join other community programs at SNDA. A Parent
Interview is conducted and post that the student is given
admission in this program.

Dress Code & Essentials:
Students need to wear the uniform and footwear
prescribed by their class teacher along with carrying any
other essentials that maybe required. All uniforms and
essentials are available at SNDA store for which an order
needs to be placed 3 weeks in advance.
* Please note students for the first 2 weeks will be under
observation by the class teacher to determine their
aptitude and discipline towards the program. If the
students are not suitable for the program then the class
teacher has the right to withdraw the child's admission
with a full refund of fees. A Parent meeting with the
Education Manager will be set up within the first month
of admission to determine a child's goals and objectives.

TEENS&ADULTS
12.5YEARSOLD&ABOVE

MODERNCONTEMPORARY
In this program, one not only opens their muscles to reach out or
turn out, but also learns to contract, expand, release and create a
sphere of imagination to their movement. Improvisation is also
propagated in routines and repertoires taught along with creative
choreographic patterns.

MODERNJAZZ
Pirouette, shuffle, leap, sing & perform - The Modern Jazz
Program is an absolute performance based program that uses a
planned content along with challenging the students with jazz
vocabularies and choreographies. This is a CSTD certified Program

MODERNHIP- HOP
In the Modern Hip-Hop Program, students can groove, bop, lock,
pop, spin, freeze and bring out their urban expression. The class
is high on intensity and uses improvised skills of students along
with choreographies on popular numbers.

MODERNBALLET
This program is challenging and has 6 levels of progression,
leading to full pointe work and studying classical works of ballet
with its applications in the modern world. The program starts with
barré work and body alignment and moves on to center work
with performance routines. This is a CSTD certified Program

CONTEMPORARYKATHAK
The Contemporary Kathak Program is designed for students
who wish to study the beauty of rhythmic footwork, emotive
expressions & postures and use it in a contemporary sphere.
The Program interweaves Kathak with Contemporary dance
movements.

BOLLY- HOP
In the Bolly-Hop Program, students groove to the most
upbeat and enjoyable Bollywood & Hip-Hop songs in a
non-stop, energetic & exciting manner. The class brings the
joy to fitness. This is a Fitness Program.

GYMNASTICSWITHCYP
Students practice Calisthenics, Yoga & Pilates (CYP) that
include freehand self stretching techniques, postures and
asanas, contracted holds along with some TRX & Hanging
Rods; all of the techniques that assist in making an athletic
body followed by some hand-stands, cartwheels and flips.
This is a Fitness Program.

Admissions:
Admissions for all courses except Contemporary Kathak are accepted for Jan/ April/ Jul/ Oct intake.
Admissions for Contemporary Kathak are only accepted for Jan/ July intake.

Dress Code & Essentials:
Students need to wear the uniform and footwear prescribed by their class teacher along with carrying any other essentials that
maybe required. All uniforms and essentials are available at SNDA store for which an order needs to be placed 3 weeks in
advance.
* Please note students for the first 2 weeks will be under observation by the class teacher to determine their aptitude and
discipline towards the program. If the students are not suitable for the program then the class teacher has the right to withdraw
their admission with a full refund of fees.

PROFESSIONALDANCE
CERTIFICATION

PDC
The Professional Dance Certification (PDC) program can be
pursued in either Full-Time or Part-Time modules that differ
from each other in the number of hours of training and the
duration of the program. The curriculum for both the programs
is the same and covers all of SNDA's dance subjects along with
training in choreographic & creative skills. Students who passed
out of this program in the past are now established artists,
studio owners, writers, or dance promoters all over India and
some even in USA & Australia. It's not just a dance program but
a holistic development module that exposes students to
different performance experiences, stage skills, presentation
skills and professional dance etiquette. The program is divided
into 4 semesters and each semester needs a minimum of 500
hours of training and practice. Students also get to learn from
international faculty, perform at dance festivals and if shown
potential are given chances to intern with SNDA - The Company.

FULLTIME
PROFESSIONALDANCECERTIFICATION
The Full Time Professional Dance Certification is
developed for those who are ready to pursue dance
as a profession or as a career and can devote most of
their schedule to the same. Students are expected to
attend 20 hours of classes per week and also
complete assignments over the weekends. Students
ideally complete 4 semesters in 2 years depending on
their performance and growth.

PARTTIME
PROFESSIONALDANCECERTIFICATION
The Part Time Professional Dance Certification is
developed
for
working
professionals
and
school/college students who wish to pursue their
passion for dance while continuing their alternative
work/education. Students are expected to attend 10
hours of classes per week and also complete
assignments over the weekends. Students ideally
complete 4 semesters in 4 years depending on their
performance and growth.

Admissions:
Students need to be in the age group of 12.5 - 28
years of age and would first need to fill the
audition form post which a shortlisting process is
conducted. For shortlisted students, an interview
is conducted and post that if selected, they are
invited to register for the program.
Full Time PDC Admissions are only accepted for
July every year.
Part Time PDC Admissions are open for January &
July every year

Dress Code & Essentials:
Students would have a mandatory annual
registration fee giving them all their uniforms and
gear for classes along with certain essentials.
* Please note students for the first 2 weeks will be
under observation by the Education Manager to
determine their aptitude and discipline towards
the program. If the students are not suitable for
the program then SNDA has the right to withdraw
their admission with a full refund of fees.

ACADEMY
AND
BEYOND

GRADUATIONDAY

Every year in the last week of June, the PDC students of SNDA come
together for their Graduation Day. On this day, students from all the
PDC programs showcase their own created choreographies in a
professional atmosphere and then also get awarded their semester
certificates and medals. In the past, many of the students' works
have been lauded by dance experts who attended the Graduation
Day and some even got selected to perform their work at
prestigious dance festivals in India.

DANCE
FILM
FESTIVAL
Dance Film Festival is a one of a kind ?dance on film? festival to give students an opportunity to
feature in professional music videos and closely learn the making process. From costuming, to
location scouting, styling and editing, the students get to learn it all and also land up making films
that become a great memory of their talent.
Held every year in the month of May.

INTERNATIONALDANCEEXAMS

SNDA is an Associate Member of the Commonwealth Society for Teachers' of Dance (CSTD)
that is an International Governing Body serving Dance for over 80 years, providing
examinations in all major dance disciplines and even Teacher qualifications throughout
Australia & the Asia Pacific region. The International CSTD Examination is held every year in
the third week of December. An external examiner from the Examination Board of CSTD is
present on the day of examination at SNDA studio and upon completion of the
examination, students get certified with grades and are presented examination awards.
Below is the batch of 2017 that passed with outstanding grades.

SPARK
SPARK is SNDA?s annual students?recital (mid-December) that promises to bring out the dormant dancer within every student.
SPARK was the 1st students?recital put up in 2007 and with every passing year it continues to grow with exuberant spirit and
energy from the students. In the recent years, Spark has become a musical where all the students get together to not just
perform their planned and well rehearsed dances but some also get to act and sing. Spark is an absolute delight for parents and
family members of participating students as they find out the unknown talents of their loved ones.

PRIVATELESSONS
If you have to prepare for a special event or just cannot
match your schedule to our programs, you can surely take
private lessons at SNDA. More details are available on our
website and front desk at SNDA.

CORPORATE&SCHOOLPROGRAMS
Whether it is 80 professionals or 800 school students, SNDA
faculty can work with large groups and bring out the dancer
within them. Our faculty in the past have worked with more
than 120 corporate houses and 28 International Schools.
Know more from our Education Manager.

WINTERINTENSIVE
Winter Intensive is one week of workshops & master classes
conducted every 3rd week of December by experts &
international faculty. These classes are open to all allowing
the community to meet reputed and decorated
professionals and get first hand knowledge of their skills.
(Check Guest Faculty for past facilitators)

ALLROUNDERCAMP
The perfect 'Summer Camp' for children to explore their
potential and build confidence. Held every year in May, the
All Rounder Camp not only focuses on different dance and
fitness forms such as Modern Jazz, Modern Hip - Hop,
Modern Contemporary, Modern Ballet and Yoga but also
helps in developing their physical communication, vocal and
theatrical skills.

GUESTFACULTY
SNDA has had the privilege of hosting workshops by several
guest faculties from around the world for students to get
exposure in different movement approaches and methods of
learning. Having guest workshops not only helps students learn
a new subject and enhance their skill-set but also broadens their
perspective about the world of dance. These guest teachers are
invited either during Winter Intensive or for special occasions
and don't just do a one off class but a devised program
encouraging students to be as inquisitive as possible about their
subject. Every year more than 3 guest faculty visit SNDA. Some
of the notable artists from the past are -

-

Steve Rooks, USA (Martha Graham Technique)
James Morrow, USA (Hip-Hop)
Brande Lee, USA (Aerial Silk)
2 Faced Dance Company, UK (Modern and Breaking)
Tripura Kashyap , Delhi (Dance Therapy)
Josefin Wikstrom, Sweden (Yoga)
Cyrus Khambatta, USA (Contemporary)
Jason Samuels Smith, USA (Tap dance)
Santosh Nair, Delhi (Chhau)
Pandita Uma Dogra Ji (Kathak)
Ghislaine Carrara, Italy (Ballet and Modern)
Pamela Pietro, USA (Contemporary)
Company Wayne McGregor, UK (Ballet)
Paul Taylor Dance Company, USA (Modern)

TERMS&CONDITIONS
Kindly check our website for the terms & conditions.
Students have to agree to the term & conditions before
taking admission in The Academy of SNDA.

SCHEDULE
Schedule and the fee structure for all courses is available at
the front desk as well as on our website www.snda.in.
Schedules are updated every 6 months (Jan & July). Please
also check for the academy calendar for dates of auditions,
admissions and yearly holidays.

DRESSCODE/GEAR
Dance wear, shoes, essentials and equipments that are
required for any of SNDA programs are available on order
basis at SNDA. One can order online on our website and can
expect a pick up from our front desk within 3 weeks.

CONTACTDETAILS
Head Office:
Ground Floor, Silver Cascade Building, Next to Ruby Tower,
S.B.Marg, Dadar (W), Mumbai - 400028.
+91- 9920111033 / 70, +91-22-24366777
www.snda.in
/sumeetnagdevdancearts
/+sndaindia

/sndaindia

'illu m in at e t h e dan cer w it h in'

